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Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Home Page
for June 2021

Hello and welcome to Psychic & Energy Work, a Sydney-based site focused upon
spiritual growth. It aims to help people make sense of invisible dynamics as they arise
in the “real” world. By releasing what’s “not” energetically, we help to optimise life.
That’s, after all, layer upon layer and the dare is to get the balance right.
Psychic & Energy Work offers readings, healings, spirit work, space clearings, past life
sessions, numerology, courses and intuitive mentoring. It is all-culture, -ability and -gender friendly.
To learn more, scroll through the Pages menu to the left or below (depending upon the device you’re
using).
To read some reviews, click here;
get in contact via phone, sms, email, WhatsApp or Skype; and…
feel free to look through my Shop as well!

Face-to-face sessions are available and adhere to social distancing requirements. Working at a
distance is just as effective. We can work this out when you get in contact (which is best done via
phone or sms).

Recapping last month…
“May” sought to consolidate what people have been learning this year. Did you find that? A quieter
time or more room to process things? I’m not saying there weren’t moments of fullness but many of
my clients seemed to get more insights. With them came more clarity and finetuned perspectives. If
you found guidance louder or easier to access, you were in sync. Last month seemed well-timed as a
pit-stop for many. This year’s about change, improving, enhancing. Such things often flow out of
trying, testing, sorting. Assimilation is another great word for the outcomes on offer last month.
At this point of writing, it’s important to note that I’m in Australia. It’s a fortunate place – right now
especially, in terms of peace and health. “May”s chart brought “6”s to work with. They signal
harmony, peace, equity. Balance emerged louder as a demand – e.g. plane hijacks; land grabs;
derogatory missives…. “6” says “get real”; live in and as truth – not just one’s own; wholistic. It’s
certifiable health in- and out; no more agendas limiting or skewing. Even in Aus, such dynamics
helped folk adhere to/remember standards. “6” also denotes wellness, health, healing; responses to
pandemics; vaccinations. The century “2---” is about sharing; no longer treating other as a threat.
We’re still discovering what that can mean after a 1,000 years of more self-focus. Many plusses came
from the 1000’s but there are a few patterns we’re ready to lose. Last month, life continued
prompting upgrades to dogma, system, thought, position. We each play a role in this. “2021” seeks
more genuinely, truly wholistic self. Feel free to review my Observations about Last Month or
earlier by visiting The Archives. You can also read about this year by clicking here.
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Curious about Psychic & Energy Work?
You can find out more about them on my You Tube channel! They provide
snippets about readings, clearings and other forms of energy work. Feel free
to visit Psychic & Energy Work on YouTube by clicking the image to the right
or going through to my Videos page.

What about this month?
“6”s present this month, too. Three in total. That’s worth noting. The “quietness” of “May” could
continue, acting as a lull before “July” unfolds. “0”s and “5”s hold at four each. Use time out
groundedly. Nurturing health requires proactivity. You need to water shoots to grow nice
landscapes. Three master numbers could spotlight leadership again. Through self-interest – the
need for more or less of that vibe – we’ll sense how to manifest more of what feels truly divine.
What we entertain is another construct that links to this year’s “5” vibes as well. We tend to reap
what we focus on, believe, think, feel. This month might flag the role of positioning, reviewing
stances and platforms. The “1” and “2” tallies are reasonably even this month - eight of the former,
nine of the latter. This could find some dosey do’ing in and out of “success”. When these two counts
are reasonably equal, life can seem more supportive/responsive. Zones like this, especially with
some master numbers (one of which is “20”), often hone self’s nurturing. Insights re
in(ter)dependence and the need to treat space well could come in stronger or more regularly. Do
you sense how that word – interdependence - includes three levels of leaning and stance? An
absence of “8”s are likely to see “June” less busy somehow.
Caring for outcomes, ahead of delivery, can really help life flow well. Next month, “July”, carries
stronger rhythms; more chance for (r-)evolution. That needn’t signal that “bad” times are coming.
Master numbers can flag breakthroughs, miracles. This month could, therefore, prep you for
moments when more great change comes rolling in. “5” periods – this year - in hindsight, help folk
manifest amazing end states. To read Psychic & Energy Work's full forecast for this month, click
here or upon Monthly Observations in the Page menu. For my Observations about “2021”, click on
this link.

Most Mondays, I post a snippet about psychic & energy work on social media. Please connect with
them (and me) on Facebook, Linked In, twitter, pInterest or Google.

Other things to do whilst here…?
Learn more about Psychic & Energy Work on the About and List of Services pages;
You can hear the Monthly Observations or order Meditation Files;
Listen to last month’s interview on Three D Radio here;
Read Articles or download earlier Observations via The Archives page;
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Check out my Observations about 2020 here; and/or…
Learn more about my Courses in intuitive development or numerology.
On Thursday, 3 June, I’m joining Michael Hunter on this month’s Metaphysical Show on Adelaide’s
Three D Radio. Join us at threedradio.com, 9pm South Australia time, as we go live-to-air. We talk
about things energetic; look at numerology; and offer free mini-readings. If you’d like one, email
your first name, date of birth and question to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com before or during the
program.
Some background… The Metaphysical Show is one of Australia’s longest-running, spiritually-focused
radio programs. Over the last 3 decades, Michael has connected listeners with “new age” thoughts,
practitioners and music. I am fortunate to accompany him regularly and, once on air, the Show just
kicks in. If you can’t tune in this month, feel free to come back from June 7th to download it here.

Based in the Inner West of Sydney, I work with people face-to-face, via phone, video, email,
Skype or WhatsApp. To develop intuitively or book a session, click here.

Thank you for visiting Psychic & Energy Work.com.au
Wishing you a powerful yet pleasantly gentle month.
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